Archer’s
Model Delivery
Services
A dynamic model maintenance interface
that allows managers choice and control

Model portfolios have grown in popularity in recent years because of their ability
to deliver investment management expertise and be customized for investor
preferences, such as ESG and tax optimization. The increased demand for model
portfolios presents asset managers with an opportunity to grow their business.
Earning model placement can be a cost-effective and efficient way
for managers to expand their distribution footprints. In addition,
delivering their portfolios through models enables asset managers
to spend more time on refining their investment expertise and other
more strategic parts of their business while outsourcing trading and
operational tasks.
However, as the number of models and various destinations grow, this
process can quickly become burdensome and distracting, especially
managing a rotation schedule and the many unique methods and
requirements of each UMA platform.
Technology makes it possible to deliver customized products
on a larger scale, and outsourcing model delivery to Archer can
eliminate much of the additional support required by managers and
traders, thereby improving efficiencies and operating margins while
empowering managers to focus on delivering investment expertise.
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According
to Cerulli
Associates,
model portfolios
represent
as much as

$28 trillion

in assets.

Model Delivery
Services at Archer
Archer provides a dynamic model maintenance interface that
allows managers to choose individual security changes or a
full model refresh, where changes to individual weights are
identified for communication to sponsors. Archer establishes a
model account to maintain positions in a real-time environment,
capturing activity such as mandatory actions and cash dividends.
Same-day model delivery output is customized to meet each
platform’s requirements, including e-mail and web-portals. Archer
can also deliver scheduled periodic model updates to sponsors.

Archer’s model delivery services include:
•
•
•
•
•

Trade rotation unique to each strategy across sponsors
Option to include multiple channels within a rotation (model
only, retail SMA, institutional, etc.)
Pre-market checks to ensure corporate actions have been
captured and are accurately reflected
Audit packages available to confirm model changes and
records of delivery
Model drift review between Archer and sponsor to ensure
sponsor model is in line with client model

A CLOSER LOOK AT MODEL ROTATION
Model rotation is critical to ensuring fairness in the distribution of model components to the street.
Archer offers a flexible approach to rotations to ensure compliance with the sponsor and fairness in
pricing that includes different options for rotation method, channel format, frequency, and delivery
method:

Rotation method

Channel format

Frequency

Model orders can be rotated in
a number of ways, all of which
are meant to ensures fairness
in the pricing.

Managers can select whether
they want to mix all of their
model members or separate
them out by channel.

Rotations can be done to
meet the frequency needs
of the manager.

• Randomized, using dual
randomization technology

• Full Rotation: All members
are mixed – Retail/
Institutional/Model Only

• Weekly

• Split Rotation: All members
are split by channel and then
follow the rotation format
selected (recommended for
Institutional)

• When Traded

• Sequential Up (1st goes to
last, 2nd goes to 1st)
• Sequential Down (1st goes to
2nd, last goes to 1st)

• Daily
• Monthly
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Model Delivery Services FAQ

Below are some questions that we
frequently get from clients
about model rotation:

How does a manager decide
what type of rotations to
select?
This decision is based on the firm’s internal
rotation policy, and the compliance agreements
the manager has with its sponsors. If a manager
does not yet have a set policy for deriving
trade rotations, a randomized rotation is
recommended.

How can a manager make
changes to rotations
preferences, and how long
before changes go into
effect?
Rotation preferences are determined by strategy
and coded prior to the start of the model delivery
service by Archer. Typically, managers will use
the same rotation method for each strategy.
However, if a manager wishes to change the
format for a specific strategy or multiple
strategies, they can submit that request to
their client service team to have those changes
implemented.

What is the default rotation?
Randomized daily.

How often are model rotations
generated?
A rotation will be created at a maximum of once
per day, per strategy. Once a rotation is generated
for a strategy, it is set for the day, regardless of
any additional model changes that may come
through later in the day.
For instance, if choosing a daily rotation that is
randomized, the new rotation per strategy would
be systematically created each morning and
set for that day. If trades are done that day, the
rotation will be used; otherwise the rotation is
ignored and archived. For “when traded” rotations,
the new rotation for the strategy is only created
when a change to a model is done. After that
“when traded” rotation is created, it is also locked
for the remainder of that trading day.

What if new members are
added?
If new members are added, they are added to the
bottom of the previously set rotation.

For more information on all our available services, visit

archerims.com
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